
Elaut nv brings fun for players in amusement parks worldwide!
We invent, create and produce electromechanical amusement games (think grab cranes, coin
pushers…), always looking for what the player likes. Our people live by our motto:

TOP QUALITY ENTERTAINING THE WORLD!

For 60 years, Elaut has grown into a successful SME with 180 colleagues in offices in Europe
and the US and hundreds of customers worldwide.
The head office and your future workplace is in Sint-Niklaas.
Want to know more about us? Check www.elaut.com 

ELAUT IS LOOKING FOR

FRONTEND DEVELOPER
Who are we?

GENERAL JOB DESCRIPTION
 

We're currently looking for a React developer with a proven track
record. In this role you'll be joining our maintenance and

development team, working on our game platform using cutting
edge web technologies and approaches such as React, Gatsby,

Progressive Web Apps, etc.

http://www.elaut.com/


You have experience in creating complex web / JavaScript based solutions.
Experience with React (or another web technology such as Angular or Vue) is a must.
Experience with React state management using Redux/Redux Toolkit is a huge plus.
Experience with PWA’s is a huge plus.

Experience with other web technologies such as TypeScript, Gatsby, ... is a plus.
You have some experience in team based web related projects.
You have some experience with backend services and API's to understand the requirements
and peculiarities of the systems you are integrating with.
You master frontend architecture principles and design patterns.
You are well aware of the peculiarities of a mobile first approach.
Unit testing or test driven development are an obvious part of the development process for
you.
You know how to set up an automated development process.
You have experience in working in an agile team and know how to apply agile
methodologies.

Passionate about the newest evolutions & media.
Good at communicating and dealing with other people.
Open for new or different ideas and insights.

REQUIREMENTS

YOU ARE ...



You'll be part of a young and eager team.

You'll be able to grow and learn through teamwork,
(certification) courses, conferences and ultimately
become a code guru/ninja/pirate (pick one or more).

You'll be based in our offices in Sint-Niklaas.

W H A T ' S  I N  I T  F O R  Y O U ?

Interested?
Send your resume now to careers@elaut-group.com

ELAUT nv, Passtraat 223 - 9100 Sint-Niklaas                  


